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The perfect supplement to introductory psychology texts, The Norton Psychology Reader includes
the best contemporary writing on the study of human behavior. Editor Gary Marcus has carefully
selected brief readings, mostly from popular trade books, that are both relevant and interesting to
the introductory student.
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This book provides a fabulous overview of some of psychology's greatest works - chapter-long
excerpts from renowned psychologists like James, Freud, Pinker, Chomsky and so many more. A
great way to get a feel for some of these original works (without getting bogged down with pages
and pages of over-technical psycho-babble). Great for the undergraduate psychology student.

After having read Gary Marcus' 'The Birth of the Mind' (dont miss it!) and having translated into
italian his amazing 'Kluge: the Haphazard Construction of the Human Mind' (on print soon even in
Italy) I can consider myself a real 'supporter' of this talented writer and insightful psychology
professor. My opinion of him is so biased and I am so addicted to his work that I couldnt stop with
those two and ordered 'The Norton Psychology Reader', which collects some of my favourite
authors: Pinker, Sacks, Chomsky, Goleman, Csikszentmihalyi, LeDoux - and lots of other talented
scientist Im now happily getting to know. All of them contribute to make this book a chest
overflowing with modern psychology jewels, a companion on the way to the understanding of the
mind, a compendium tracing a lay scientific way to enlightenment! Wanna make the trilogy

complete? After 'The Birth of the Mind' and 'Kluge', get this book!

I had to buy this for an intro to Psych class as a Psych major, but loved it so much I am keeping it! It
contains many classical studies, some of which are considered unethical nowadays. It is very
interesting and easy to understand, even for someone who does not know much of psychology.

This is a great read to refine your skills in psychology. Let's start at the beginning with Willam
James, examin language with Stevin Pinkert, and fall in love with all the other authors Marcus has
collaborated. If you love psychology you will love this book.

This book is great--I have to read certain selections for my Psych100 class and they are always
interesting and exciting. It is great to have a compilation of literature from many famous
psychologists. A must read for any psychology student or psych enthusiast!

I ordered this book to use with the Yale Open Course Intro to Psychology. I haven't started the
course yet, so I haven't used the book but in perusing it the articles look good. I was especially
pleased with how quickly I received this book and what great condition it's in. When it was listed as
"used - like new" they weren't kidding. Thank you!

I bought this to go with an on-line course. Although only selected readings were assigned, I have
read the whole book. I have learned so much, and enjoyed it. I would recommend the book highly.
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